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1. SCOPE 
This document describes the Yield Estimation Subsystem (YES) 
operational implementation of Robertson's Phenological !lode1 
for small grains. Specifically, this document describes the 
software established to compute Robertson's biometeorological 
time scale for all LACIE weather stations from approximations 
to daily maximum and minimum temperatures. This document 
does not describe the software at NPiC that extracts the weather 
data or the software at JSC that writes the A 1  crop calendar 
reports. 
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTATION 
1) Operating Procedures for the LACIE/YES Gridded Crop 
Calendar Report Writer by D.D. Wilcox. LEC-9955, 
Dec., 1976. 
2) System Description of the LACIE/YES Gridded Crop 
Calendar Report Writer by D.D. Wilcox, LEC-10004, 
Jan., 1977. 
3) AD 63-1347-4963-11 Documentation of Automated Crop 
Calendar Operation. 
4) "A Biometeorological Time Scale for a Cereal Crop 
Involving Day and Night Temperatures and Photoperiod". 
G.W. Robertson, Intl. J. Biomet., 12t3 (191-223), (1968). 
5) Level 3 Baseline 
Yield Estimation Subsystem (YES) 
Requirements 
LACIE COO200 Sept., 1976 
6) Level 3 Baseline 
NOAA/NASA/USDA 
Interface Control Document 
LACIE COO710 Sept., 1976 
7) A FORTRAN Implementation of the Robertson Phenological 
Model, D.D. Wilcox, G. Champagne, R. Baskett, S. Wooley. 
LEC Tech. Memo, LEC-5974. 
3. SYSTEN DESCRIPTION 
The Robertson Phenological Model is an algorithm for con- 
verting point estimates of daily maximum and minimum tempera- 
ture and daylength to a point estimate of Robertson's Bio- 
meteorological Time Scale, a numerical scale describing the 
development of wheat. Knowledge of the stage of wheat develop- 
ment is useful to analyst interpreters (AI) in the estimation 
of wheat acreages. The Robertson Model has been implemented 
to make this knowledge available. 
The Robertson Scale ranges continuously from 1.0, called 
planting, to 6.0, called ripe. The Robertson Model assigns 
to each integral range 1.0 to 2.0,. .., 5.0 to 6.0, an equa- 
(t (t tion f1.0-2.0 mar,tmin' daylength) ,....ef5.0-6.0 max,tminp 
daylength). To advance the model one day, let Dyesterday 
be the development yesterday. From Dyesterday select one of 
f1.0-2.0'-0.' f5.0-6.0; fyesterday . Obtain yesterday's 
tmax * tmin ' and daylength, and compute: 
- 
Dtoday Dyesterday + fyesterday (tmax' tmin , daylength) . 
Clearly tmax and tmin are observations at the weather stations. 
It is most useful to have Dtoday at the sample segments (LACIE 
- 
modelling region, for example). Therefore, some method of ex- 
tending the weather station developments to the sample segments 
is necessary. 
It should now be unequivocal that any implementation of the 
Robertson Model must have three major components: 
1) A weather data collecting component, 
2) a crop modelling component, and 
3) a component that extends the output of (2) to the 
sample segments and writes a report. 
This document describes the structure and operation of com- 
ponent 2. Component 3 is described in documents 1 and 2 of 
section 2.0 of this report. Component 1 is in the implementa- 
tion stage. However, some software is described here which 
performs data collection and editing. It is anticipated these 
functions of component 2 will be abandoned when the final ver- 
sion of component 1 is put to use. From this point, component 2 
will be refered to as 'the system'. 
3.1 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 
These programs and datasets are resident on the IBM 360/195 
complex at Suitland, Maryland. They should be transferable 
to any IBM 360-370 series machine with sufficient disk to 
handle the datasets and main memory to support the PL/I 
optomizing compiler. 
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 
The software consists of eight programs: one to prepare the 
station index file, six to prepare the crop calendar output, 
and one to copy this output from disk to tape. The proqram 
to prepare the station index file, DRECOVER, is input by 
cards at CCEA/Columbia. The six crop calendar preparation 
source programs are kept on cards at CCEA/Columbia and are 
listed in executable form on the partitioned dataset W-EDS. 
CCEA.PHASE3.LOAD; the executable programs are called by the 
following JCL files maintained on card decks at CCFA/Columbia: 
1) CLEAR, used to initialize disk file CROPDATA, 
2) CAPTURE, used to build the file, 
3 )  LIST, which lists CROPDATA and can be accessed at 
any time during preparation of the file. 
4) EDIT, which edits the file for mistakes and missing 
data, 
5) SUZYQ, which performs crop modelling, and 
6) INSERT, used to enter corrections into CROPDATA. 
JSCTAPE, the program capying the crop calendar output to tape, 
is iriput by cards at CCEA/Colurnbia each time it is executed. 
In general, a crop calendar update will require CLEAR, followed 
by several runs of CAPTURE, followed by LIST. At this point, 
EDIT is run to correct for missing data and mistakes. SUZYQ 
is run producing updates; any errors not corrected by EDIT are 
detected by SUZYQ. INSERT is then used to complete editing 
of the weather dataset and SUZYQ is rerun. After the final 
run of SUZYQ, JSCTAPE is run to produce a tape for trans- 
mittal to JSC. 
Two (logical) files are maintained by SUZYQ to record the last 
predicted crop stage at each update, these files being in an 
Old Master/New %aster relationship. In this way an error in 
the preparation of  the  data (ex . , incorrect  data captured, 
not enough data captured) can be handled by going back to 
the Old Master and beginning the process anew. See Sec- 
t i o n  3 .2 .1 .6  f o r  further discuss ion.  Data f l o w  and f i l e  
usage are shown i n  Figure 3-1. 

Figure 3-1 (continued) 
DATASET NAMES AND FLOWCHART REFERENCES 
Flowchart Box # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
DSN 
CCEA.xxx.SRTD (see Section 3.2.1.1) 
CCEA.DAILY.xxx (see 3.2.1.2) 
W.EDS.CCEA.DAILY (see 3.2.1.3) 
W.EDS.CCEA.DAYDATA (see 3.2.1.4) 
W.EDS.CCEA.GROUPi.CROPDATA (see 3.2.1.7) 
W.EDS.CCEA.GROUPi.1NDEX (see 3.2.1.5) 
W.EDS.CCEA.GROUPi.MASTER1 (see 3.2.1.6) 
W.EDS.CCEA.GROUPi.MASTER2 (see 3.2.1.6) 
W.EDS.CCEA.GROUPi.GRIDINF0 (see 3.2.1.8) 
W.EDS.CCEA.GRCUPi.ARN0 (see 3.2.1.9) 
xxx = month of interest, 3 letter abbreviation; ex. JAN,FEB,MAR 
i = I for Group I countries(U.S.A., INDIA, CHINA) 
= I1 for Group I1 cour.tries(U.S.S.R., CANADA; 
The software components are divided into four classes: 
1) Weather Data Access Routines: 
These are a set of routines, INIT, SWAP, and TERM 
which provide a uniform method of reading and writing 
data to the weather data files. 
2) File Manipulation Routines: 
These routines include the main programs CLEAR, which 
initializes the weather data file, CAPTURE, which 
builds it, EDITOR, which edits out most mistakes and 
missing values, INSDEL, which makes card-input changes 
in the file, and PRINT which lists it. 
Also included is the program DRECOVER which sets up 
the INDEX file, the supporting routine CVB located in 
the PDS W.EDS.CCEA.PROD.LOAD and called by CAPTURE, 
and the JCL files which are needed for invocation of 
the main programs. 
The following is a list of the JCL files and their 
corresponding main programs: 
File Name 
~ L W  ' 
CAPTURE 
EiikiF 
CAPTURE 
EDIT EDITOR 
INSERT INSDEL 
LIST PRINT 
3) Crop Modelling Routine: 
This includes the main program CROPCALN, supporting 
routines START and PHENO, function DL, and the JCL 
file SUZYQ, necessary for invocation. 
4) Output Tape to JSC: 
This is a deck of JCL and the program JSCTAPE that 
produces the interface tape for shipment to JSC. 
3.2.1 TAPE ,IND DISK DATASETS AND ATTRIBUTES 
The following ddtasets will be referred to in subsequent 
descriptions of programs and subroutines. 
North American data for past months on tape, wherelxxx'is 
the month abbreviation (ex., Jan. Feb., etc.) 
RECFM = FB 
LRECL = 560 
BLKSIZE = 5600 
UNIT = TAPE 9 
vCu.4 = qryyyy, where 'YYYYY' 
is the tape number 
This dataset is accessed through the CAPTURE routine; a separ- 
ate tape exists at Suitland for each month of past data and is 
differentiated from the others by both the DSN and the tape 
number. 
Non-North American data for past months on ta?e, where 'xxx' 
is the month abbreviation. 
LRECL = 384  
BLKSIZE = 12672 
All other information is identical to CCEA.xxx.SRTD discussed 
in 3.2.1.1. 
North American temperature data for t h ~  current month on disk. 
RECFM = FB 
LRECL = 560 
SLKSIZE = 5600 
This dataset is accessed during CAPTURE. 
Non-North American tempera+ure data for the carrent month on 
disk. 
CRECL = 3 8 4  
BLKSIZE = 12672 
2U1 other information is identical to W.EDS.CCBA.MILY 
discussed in 3.2.1.3. 
RECFH = FB 
LRECL = 1024 
BLKSIZE = 10240 
DSORG = PS 
The INDEX file for each group contains the number of stations 
on the file, followed by a list of rtation World Meteorological 
Organization (WHO) numbers and each station's three czosest 
neighbor stations. 
IMDEY is created by the program DRECOVER. 
RECFM = FB 
LRECL = 80 
BLKSIZE = 12960 
DSORG = PS 
Each crop calendar group must have two master files. The 
files are reversed each new two-week crop calendar period, 
such that during one two-week period MASTER 1 will be used 
as input and MASTER 2 as output; the next 14-day period will 
use MASTER 2 as input and MASTER 1 as output. This procedure 
is necessary to avoid loss of previously acquired data. 
The master used as input contains information on either the 
last day of the previous crop period or the winter wheat 
planting date if it has not yet been reached (winter wheat 
stations only). 
If an error is encountered during execution of SUZYQ (ex., 
inverted or missing temperatures), the mistake must be corrected 
and SUZ,*Q resubmitted, using the master files in the same 
oroer as the first run. 
MASTER 1 is initially created with an IEBGENER IBM utility 
program, using master cards on file at CCEA/Columbia as the 
SYSUTl input. 
a 
RECFW B 
LRECL = 1024 
BLaSIZE = 1024 
IXORG = PS 
This dataset contains the maximum and minimum daily air 
temperatures (or approxiniations thereto) for the 14 days 
for each station listed in INDEX. The CLEAR program is 
executed to change the starting day of the 14-day period, 
and also to initialize all values to '9999'. The CAPTURE 
program fills CROPDATA, and SUZYQ utilizes the file. 
3.2.1.8 W.EDS.CCEB. GROUP I GRIDINFO 
&toup II). 
RECm = FB 
LRECL = 80 
BLKSIZE = 12960 
DSORG = PS 
The GRIDINFO dataset is created or modified as output during 
execution of SUZYQ. The record contents are in the same for- 
mat as those of the output master file; while the output mas- 
tsr file contains information on only the last day of a two- 
week period, GRIDIMFO contains similar information for every 
day in the two-week period. GRIDINFO contains only information 
on stations with successful crop calendar executions; as a 
res~lt, it is necessary to complete an error-free run of 
SUZYQ before this dataset is copied to tape using program 
JSCTAPE . 
3.2.1.9 W.EDS.CCEA. GROUP I .ARNO 
o u  1J 
RECFM = VBS 
LRECL = 796 
BLKSIZE = 800 
DSORG = PS 
This dataset is created by an IEBPTPCH step after SUZYQ is 
successfully run, and contains basically the same information 
as the output master file. It is accessed by JSCviaa dial-up 
telephone line using the IBY Time Sharing Operation (TSO). 
INIT is called by CLBAR, CAPTURE, PRINT, EDITOR, flSDEL, 
and CROFCALN; INIT prepaLes the weather data file, CROPDATA, 
for direct access and initializes several variables used in 
SWAP. 
3.2.2.1 Linkages 
IWIT defines W N  blocks TALK, INDEX, DATA, and CLOSE, 
which are used by other subroutines id programs. 
3.2.2.2 Interfaces 
- 
INIT must be called before SWAP. 
3.2.2.3 Inputs 
INIT assumes that Unit 2 is attached to the INDEX file and 
that Unit 4 is attached to file CROPDATA. 
3.2.2.4 Outputs 
After ejecting one page on the printer, INIT writes a heading 
for all output produced by subsequent subroutines and main 
program statements. 
3.2.2.5 Description 
- 
INIT opens file CROPDATA for direct access, reads part of 
the INDEX file into the COMMON block INDEX and part into 
COWION block CLOSE, prints a heading, creates COMHON block 
DATA, and initializes variables in CORMOM block TALK, which 
is used in SWAP. 
Flowchart 
Next page. 
3.2.2.7 Listing 
Follows flowchart. 


SWAP is the entry point used by all crop calendar prepara- 
tion routines to read from or write to file CROPDATA. The 
'in' version of SWAP reads from CROPDATA. and the 'out' ver- 
sion writes to CROPDATA. 
3.2.3.1 Linkages 
SWAP uses the COMMON blocks TALK, INDEX, and DATA, which 
were declared by subroutine INIT. 
3.2.3.2 Interfaces 
2 
INIT must be called before SWAP. 
3.2.3.3 Inputs and Outputs 
INIT assumes Unit 4 is attached to file CROPDATA. 
ACTION if 1, then read from CROPDATA, with T-S and 
JULIAN as outputs to the main program; 
if 2, then write to CROPDATA, with TEMPS and 
JULIAN as inputs from the main program, 
W9NUM station number of requested station. 
TEMPS array of 14 dayse maximum and minimum tempera- 
tures associated with WMONUM. 
JULIAN first date of the 14-day period. 
RCODE if -1, then ACTION was other than 1 or 2; 
if 0, then transaction was successful; 
if 10, then WMONUM was not in the INDEX file. 
3.2.3.4 Description 
SWAP maintains a BUFFER in C-ON block DATA to contain a 
16-station block of file CROPDATA; it also maintains a list 
of crop calendar stations in COMMON INDEX. The list of WMO 
numbers is in the same order as the data on CROPDATA. To 
access a WMO station, SWAP sequentially searches INDEX for 
the requested number. If the number is found, its position 
in INDEX is used to determine the block address (i.e., in 
which 16-station block of CROPDATA the station is located). 
If the station number is not found, RCODE is set to 10. At 
this point it is determined whether the requested block is 
in core. If the block is in core, it is read from or written 
to; if the necessary block is not in core, it is swapped 
with the block currently in core. 
3.2.3.5 Flowchart 
Next page. 
3.2.3.6 Listing 
Follows flowchart. 
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3.2.4 SUBROUTINE TERM 
TERM is used by a l l  crop calsndar preparation rout ines to 
close t h e  w e a t h e r  f i l e  a n d  p r i n t  s tat ist ics a c c u m u l a t e d  
d u r i n g  t h e  r u n n i n g  o f  SWAP. 
3.2.4.1 L i n k a g e s  
TERM u t i l i z e s  COMMON b l o c k s  TALK a n d  DATA. 
3.2.4.2 I n t e r f a c e s  
SWAP must  be called before TERM. r?RM i s  t h e  last  subrou- 
t i n e  c a l l e d  b e f o r e  t h e  e n d  of a n y  crop c a l e n d a r  p r e p a r a t i o n  
program.  
3.2.4.3 I n p u t s  
TERM u s e s  COMMON b l o c k s  TALK a n d  DATA. 
3.2.4.4 O u t p u t s  
TERM may w r i t e  a b l o c k  t o  CROPDATA,assumed on Unit  4. The 
s u b r o u t i n e  also p r i n t s  o u t  SWAP 'IN'/SWAP 'OUT' statistics 
and  a closing message .  
3 .2 .4 .5  Description 
If  a 1 6 - s t a t i o n  b l o c k  r e m a i n s  i n  BUFFER, TERM writes t h e  
b l o c k  t o  CROPDATA. S t a t i s t i c s  a c c u m u l a t e d  d u r i n g  t h e  execu- 
t i o n  o f  SWAP a n d  a c l o s i n g  message are w r i t t e n  t o  t h e  p r i n t e r .  
3.2.4.6 F l o w c h a r t  
Next p a g e .  
3.2.4.7 L i s t i n g  
F o l l o w s  f l o w c h a r t .  
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3.2.5 PROGRAM CLEAR 
CLEAR resets a l l  e n t r i e s  i n  CROPDATA to missing v a l u e s  (9999) 
and c a l c u l a t e s  t h e  s t a r t i n g  J u l i a n  date f o r  the l 4 d a y  
period about  to be processed.  
3.2.5.1 Linkages 
CLEAR calls s u b r o u t i n e s  INIT, SWAP, AND TERM and u s e s  COMHON 
block INDEX. 
3.2.5.2 I n t e r f a c e s  
CLEAR is t h e  f i r s t  c r o p  c a l e n d a r  p r e p a r a t i o n  r o u t i n e  to  be 
run f o r  any g iven  14-day period.  
3.2.5.3 I n p u t s  
The INDEX f i l e  is on Uni t  2, CROPDATA is on Uni t  4, and 
o p t i o n a l  c a r d  i n p u t  ( d a t e  -reset v a l u e )  on Uni t  5. 
3.2.5.4 Outputs  
The CROPDATA f i l e  is i n i t i a l i z e d .  
3.2.5.5 Descr ip t ion  
CLEAR cal ls  INIT t o  l o a d  COMMON block INDEX and open CROP- 
DATA to  d i r e c t  access. An a t t empt  is made to  r e a d  a d a t e -  
reset v a l u e  from Uni t  5; i f  no v a l u e  is p r e s e n t ,  t h e  reset 
va lue  d e f a a l t s  t o  14 days. The s t a r t i n g  d a t e  o f  t h e  14-day 
per iod  t o  be processed is reset and a l l  tempera tures  i n  
CROPDATA are set t o  '9999', u s ing  SWAP. The f i l e  is then  
c losed  by s u b r o u t i n e  TERM. 
3.2.5.6 Flowchart 
Next page. 
3.2.5.7 L i s t i n g  
Follows f lowchar t .  
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3.2 .6  JCL FILE CLEAR 
Executing JCL file CLEAR invokes  t h e  CLEAR program- 
Linkages 
None. 
3 .2 .6 .2  I n t e r f a c e s  
None. 
Inputs  
S e e  S e c t i o n s  3 .2 .5 .3  and 4 . 2 - 2 . 1 ,  
3 .2 .6 .4  Outputs 
None. 
3 .2 .6 .5  Descr ip t ion  
JCL f i le  CLEAR binds t h e  files re ferenced  by program CLEAR 
to t h a t  program and r e q u e s t s  t h a t  t h e  program be executed .  
3 .2 .6 .6  L i s t i n g  
3.2.7 PROGRAM 
CAPTURE reads the tape and disk t-rature data files 
built at CCEA/Uashington and loads them into CROPDATA. 
3.2.7.1 Linkages 
CAPTURE calls subroutines INIT, CVB, SWAP, and TEK4. 
3.2.7.2 Interfaces 
CLEAR must be run before CAPTURE. 
3.2.7.3 Inputs 
CAPTURE assumes the INDEX file is on Unit 2, the tape or 
disk data file on Unit 3, CROPDATA on Unit 4, and an optional 
card input file on Unit 5. This latter file is used with 
North American data only; it contains the Julian date of the 
first day of the month being processed, and the new year if 
the 2-week period spans two years. 
3.2.7.4 Outputs 
CAPTURE loads CROPDATA with temperature data for the 14day 
period being processed. 
3.2.7.5 Description 
CAPTURE reads the eleventh record from Unit 3 to determine 
if the data is "North American" or "non-North Americanw. 
Unit 3 is rewound and INIT is called, For North American 
data, the Julian date of the first day of the month is read 
from Unit 5 and the array JULIAN is filled. North American 
data also requires that CAPTURE call subroutine CVB. For 
each new station SWAP(in) is called! CAPTURE determines what 
portion of the 14-day crop calendar is being accessed by this 
run of the program. CAPTURE makes the necessary adjustments 
if the 2-week period spans two years, including reading 
another card from Unit 5 for North American data to obtain 
the new year, Using SWAP(out), CAPTURE updates the CROPDATA 
file with the new weather data. After all stations have been 
processed, TERM is called and processing ceases. 
3.2.7.6 Flowchart 
B X ~  page. 
3.2.7 -7  List ing 
Follows flowchart. 
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JCL FILE CAPTURE 
Executing JCL f i l e  CAPTURE involves t h e  CAPTURE program. 
3 . 2 . 8 . 1  Linkages 
None. 
I n t e r f a c e s  
None. 
3 . 2 . 8 . 3  Inputs  
Direct card inputs  to t h i s  f i l e  a r e  necessary  o n l y  w i t h  North 
American data .  See  S e c t i o n s  3 . 2 . 7 . 3  and 4 . 2 . 2 . 2 .  
3 . 2 . 8 . 4  Outputs 
None. 
3 . 2 . 8 . 5  Descr ip t ion  
JCL f i l e  CAPTURE binds  t h e  f i l e s  re ferenced  by program CAPTURE 
t o  t h a t  program and r e q u e s t s  i n v o c a t i o n  of program CAPTURE. 
3 . 2 . 8 . 6  L i s t i n g  
3.2.9 SUBROUTINE CVB 
CVB is called by CAPTURE to convert WMO numbers from zoned 
decimal to binary (North American data only;. 
3.2.9.1 Linkages 
None. 
3.2.9.2 Interfaces 
None. 
FROM the input WMO number (zoned decimal) 
NCHAR number of bytes in FROM (ic this cast, NCHAR=S 
TO the output WMO number !binary) 
3.2.9.4 Description 
North American WMO numbers exist as zoned decimal and need 
to be converted to binary before processing can take place. 
CVB accomplishes this conversion. 
3.2.9.5 Flowchart 
-
Next page. 
3.2.9.6 Listing 
Follows flowchaxt. 
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PRIKP lists the contents of the CROPDATA file. It may be 
run at any time. 
3.2-10.1 Linkages 
PRINT calls INIT, SWAP, and TERn and uses COHMON block INDEX. 
Interfaces 
None. 
3.2.10-3 Inputs 
PRINT assumes the INDEX file is on Unit 2 an3 the CROPDATA 
file is on Unit 4. 
3.2.10.4 Outputs 
PRINT lists each of the stations on file INDEX and the 
corresponding temperature data from file CROPDATA. 
Description 
PRINT calls INIT and proceeds to c2ll SWAP for each station 
on the INDEX file, printing the station number, starting 
Julian date of the current 2-week period, and the maximum 
and minimum temperatures in the 2-week period. After infor- 
mation for all stations on INDEX has been listed, TERM is 
called. 
3.2.1.6 Flowchart 
Next page. 
3.2.10.7 Listing 
Follows flowchart. 


3.2.11 JCL FILE LIST 
Executing JCL f i le  LI!YI invokes the PRINT program. 
3 2 . 1 1 1  Linkages 
See Sect ion 3.2.10.1. 
3.2.11.2 Interfaces  
None. 
3.2.11.3 Inputs 
3.2.11.4 Outputs 
None. 
3.2.11.5 Description 
JCL f i l e  LIST binds the  f i les referenced by program PRINT 
to that program and requests execution o f  program PRINT. 
3.2.12 PROGRAM EDITOR 
EDITOR checks for inverted temperatures of missing data 
and attempts to replace bad values by substituting data 
from a given station's three closest neighbor stations. 
3.2.12.1 Linkages 
EDITOR calls, INIT, SWAP, CHECK, REPLAC, and TERM and uses 
COMMON blocks INDEX, VAL1, and CLOSE. 
3.2.12.2 Interfaces 
EDITOR is not executed until all runs of CAPTURE have been 
completed and is run before the CFtOPCALN program is executed. 
3.2.12.3 Inputs 
EDITOR assumes that the INDEX file is on Unit 2, CROPDATA 
on Unit 4, and card input on Unit 5, containing the variables 
IP, IC, IE, and IS. 
These four variables attain the following values: 
IP = 0 no listing 
= 1 list the file CROPDATA 
IC = 0 do not call CHECK or REPLAC 
= 1 call CHECK but do not print results 
= 2 call CHECK and print results 
IE = 0 do not call REPLAC 
= 1 call REPLAC 
IS = 0 do not rewrite CROPDATA 
= ?. rewrite CROPDATA 
3.2.12.4 Outputs 
EDITOR produces corrections for CROPDATA and writes messages 
to the printer. 
3.2.12.5 Description 
Program EDITOR calls INIT and, using SWAP, fills arrays IAP 
and XTEMP. IAP contains the portion of the INDEX file con- 
tained in COMMON block CLOSE (the three closest neighbor 
stations for each station on the INDEX file); XTEMP contains 
f i l e  CROPDATA; EDITOR then reads a card,  obtaining values 
f o r  va r i ab les  IP ,  IC ,  IE,  and IS. Each time a card  is read, 
EDITOR increments t h e  va r i ab le  IL and checks f o r  end-of-file. 
The e d i t  process is executed three times. The f i r s t  time, 
the  contents  of CROPDATA are l i s t e d $  CHECK is called to  iden- 
t i f y  values that need to be replaced; REPLAC is c a l l e d  and 
messages are wri t ten  to  t h e  p r in te r .  The second execution of 
the  e d i t  process c a l l s  both CHECK and REPLAC. During t h e  
t h i r d  pass  through t h e  program, CHECK is ca l l ed  and CROPDATA 
is rewri t ten  from XTEHP. TGRH is c a l l e d  a f t e r  t h e  completion 
of the  t h i r d  execution. 
3.2.12.6 Flowchart 
Next page. 
3.2.12.7 Lis t ing  
- 
Follows flowchart. 




3.2.13 JCL FILE EDIT 
Executing JCL file EDIT invokes the EDITOR program. 
3.2.13.1 L i n k a g e s  
None. 
3.2.13.2 Interfaces 
EDIT should not be executed until CAPTURE has successfully 
filled file CROPDATA. 
3.2.13.3 Inputs 
Direct card input to this file is necessary. See Section 
4.2.2.3 for further discussion and input format. 
3.2.13.4 Outputs 
None. 
3.2.13.5 Description 
-
PROC EDIT binds the files referenced by program EDITOR to 
that program and requests the invocation of EDITOR. 
3.2.13.6 Listing 
3.2.14 SUBROUTINE CHECK 
CHECK determines which data in CROPDATA should be replaced. 
3.2.14.1 Linkages 
CHECK uses COMMON block INDEX and VAL1. 
3.2.14.2 Interfaces 
None. 
Inputs 
IC = 1 do not print results; 
= 2 print results 
IL the number of times through the edit procedure for 
this station. 
XTETIP (I, 14,3) an array containing the information on 
file CROPDATA, as well as space for the 
daily difference: between maximum and 
minimum temperature, where I is the 
number of crop calendar stations. 
an array containing the positions in 
array WMO of the three closest neighbor 
stations for each crop calendar station, 
where I is the number of statio~s. 
IAP (I, 3) 
3.2.14.4 Outputs 
Outputs from CHECK contailled in COMMON block VAL1 and where 
I is the number of stations invol-~ed: 
XBAR(I,3) mean of each station's max,min temperatures 
and their differences. 
XSD!I,3) standard deviations of each station's three 
temperature types, 
LOWB(I,3) lower confidence bounds of each station's 
thrx temperature types. 
HIGHB(I,3) upper confidence bounds of each station's 
three temperature types. 
NT(I,3) number of acceptable values of each station's 
three temperature types. 
TFLAG (I, 15,2) a logical array indicating "good" or "bad" 
temperatures; the 15th position is flagged 
"good" if all values for that temp.type are 
"good" and "bad" if at least one temp. is "had". 
CDAY(14,2) array for printed output indicating values 
that should be manually checked and edited. 
3.2.14.5 Description 
CHECK w i n s  by counting reasonable temperatures and flagging 
unreasonable ones. When a stat~on has at least 5 "good" max 
temps.and/or 5 "good" rain temps. for the two-week period, the 
mean temperature, variance, standard deviation, and upper and 
lower confidence bounds of the temperature type are calculated. 
When both max and min a-.: present for a day, differences be- 
tween the two are calculated and summed; provided at least 
5 differences for a station exist, the same statistics as for 
the max and/or min are calculated. CHECK attempts to find 
and calculate similar data for a station's three closest 
neighbor statiaas; 4-station averages of the mean temperature, 
standard deviation, lower and upper confidence bounds are 
figured. Whenever a large variation occurs between the mean 
of a temperature type and the corresponding 4-station mean, 
the 4-station mean is substituted. 
Temperatures falling outside of the upper and lower confidence 
bounds are flagged. Then the maximum of one day is compared 
to the minimum of tine next$ whenever too much or no variation 
between the two are encountered, temperatures are flagged 
according to the type of variation. After all temperatures 
for a particular station have been checked, an array CDAY, 
denoting acceptable vs. not acceptable temperatures is filled. 
Beginning with the checks outside the upper and lower confi- 
dence bounds, the entire process is zepeated. After the 
secord pass through this part of CHECK, the value of IC is 
checkd, For IC=l, no print~ut is generated. but for IC=2, 
the following is printed: a listing of max and min tempera- 
tures and their differences, the number of values of each, 
the mean, standard deviation, and lower and upper confidence 
bmnds of each temperature, as well as the array CDAY indica- 
ting values that should be manuzlly checked and edited before 
procedure SUZYQ is run. 
3.2.14.6 Flowchart 
Next page. 
Follows zlowchart. 








3.2.15 SUBROUTINE REPLAC 
REPLAC attempts to find and insert replacement values for 
temperatures flagged as unacceptable by CHECK. 
3.2.15.1 Linkages 
REPLAC uses COMMON blocks INDEX and VAL1. 
3.2.15.2 Interfaces 
3.2.15.3 - Inputs 
IE = 1 edit but do not print results 
= 2 edit and print results 
JULIAM ending date of the previous 2-week period 
where I is the number of stations involved, 
XTEMF(I,l4,3) 1- (1 ,3) 
XBAR(I,3) XSD(I,3) 
LOWJ3(1,3) HIGHB(I,3) 
NT(I,3) TFLAG(I,l3,2) 
See sections 3.2.14.3 and 3.2.14.4 for descriptions of 
these variables. 
Outputs 
Replacement values inserted into array XTEMP (I, 14,3) , where 
I is the number of stations, as well as messages indicating a 
successful substitution or the inability to make a substitution. 
3.2.15.5 Description 
This subroutine is executed twice each time is is called. 
REPLAC determines if any values for a particular station 
need to be replaced. When substitutions need to be made, 
several algorithms are available: 
A) At least seven temperatures of the station and type in 
question are available, as well as data from alter- 
nate stationst 
B) at least seven temps are available, but no alternate 
station data; 
C) fewer than seven temps are available. 
Algorithm A will utilize up to four days of data from the 
primary station and up to five days of data from each alter- 
nate station, provided the stations also meet the criterion 
of at least seven "good" temperatures. For each station in- 
volved, the temperatures are standardized and averaged. 
A weighting factor is also calculated for each station, as 
well as an average weighting factor. The replacement value 
is the sum of the standardized value for the primary station 
and the average weighting factor. 
Algorithm B will first attempt to find a replacement value 
using the other temperature of the day if it is available 
(i.e., the max to find the min or vice versa). If this is 
not successful, REPLAC will try to use the average of up to 
four days of data for the replacement temperature. If no 
alternate days are available within a prescribed vicinity 
of the day in question, the replacement value will be the 
mean max or min value of the entire 14-day period. 
Algorithm C will use the average temperature of the alternate 
stations for the day in question as the replacement. If 
Algorithm C does not generate a replacement value, a message 
to that effect will be printed. 
After substitutions for all stations needing them have been 
made and the subroutine has been executed twice, control 
returns to program EDITOR. 
3.2.15.6 Flowchart 
Next page. 
3.2.15.7 Listing 
~ollows flowchart. 






3.2.16 PROGRAM CROPCAW 
CROPCALH reads the weather data and models the crop progress. 
3.2.16.1 Linkages 
CROPCALN calls subroutines INIT, SWAP, START, PHEtJO and TERM. 
3.2.16.2 Interfaces 
CROPCAIdU is run after file CROPDATA has been edited. 
3.2.16.3 Inputs 
The old master file is assumed on Unit 1, INDEX on Unit 2, 
and CROPDATA on Unit 4. 
3.2.16.4 Outputs 
Unit 6 is the printer, GRIDINFO is on Unit 8, the n w  master 
file is on Unit 9, and ARNO is on Unit 11. 
3-2-16.5 Description - 
CROPCALN begins by writing a header to the printer and calling 
INIT. The program then enters a loop and reads a station. 
SWAP is called to obtain weather data from CROPDATA; CROPC-9LN 
checks and adjusts for a two-week period that spans two years 
and verifies the data obtained fram CROPDATA, writing error 
messages ceasing operations for that particular station when 
errors are encountered. If the crop stage has not yet reached 
1.0, START is called. If STAGE is between 1.0 and 6.0, 
CROPCALN goes into an in~;er loop; the daily crop progress for 
the two-week period is calculated via the subroutine PHENO 
and written to file GRIDINFO. Information is also written to 
file ARNO and the new master file. After all stations have 
been processed, ending messages are written to ARNO,.the new 
master file, and the printer. TERM is called to print messages 
and close CROPDATA. 
Flowchart 
-- 
3.2.16.7 Listin2 
-
Follows flowchart. 
Next page. 
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3.2.17 JCL FILE SUZYQ 
Executing JCL file SUZYQ invokes the crop calendar model. 
3.2.17.1 Linkages 
None. 
3.2.17.2 Interfaces 
None. 
3.2.17.3 Inputs 
None. 
3.2.17.4 Outputs 
None. 
3.2.17.5 Description 
JCL file SUZYQ binds the files referenced by CROPCALN to that 
program and request the invocation of CROPCALN. 
3.2.17.6 Listing 
//SUZYQ)dPROC~LD=,NEW=,DSP=MOD 
//TRACK~EXEC~PGM=CROPCALN 
//)d)d)bDCB=BUFNO=l 
//FTO6FOOll6DDl4SYSOvT=A 
.GRIDINFO,DISP=&DSP., 
//)b)dpDCB=BUFNO=l 
.MASTER&NEW., DISPsSHR, 
//jdfi)dtCB=BUFNO=l 
,ARNO,DISP=SHR,DCB~BUFNO=~ 

3.2.18 SUBROUTINE START 
START accumulates temperature data to determine the planting 
date for individual spring wheat crop calendar stations. 
3.2.18.1 Lickages 
None. 
3.2.18.2 Interfaces 
- 
None. 
3.2.18.3 Inputs and Outputs 
C3EV cuinulative development variable 
STAGE value of Robertson Scale 
CROP winter wheat = 11, spring wheat = 12 
MIN minimum temperature for a given day 
MAX maximum temperature for a given day 
3.2.18.4 Description 
Subroutine START automatically sets STAGE to 1.0 for winter 
wheat stations, Spring wheat stations must reach a CDEW35.5 
before STAGE is set to 1.0. For average daily temperatures 
greater than 42O~, CDEV is increased by the value of 1.O.When 
average daily temperatures fall between 320F and 42*~, CDEV 
is increased b one tenth the difference between the day's 8 average and 32 F. 
3.2.18.5 Flowchart -
Next page. 
3.2.18.6 Listing 
Follows flowchart. 


3.2.19 SUBROUTINE PHEMO 
PHmO is the routine which converts nuax and min temperatures 
and daylength into crop progress via Robertson's model with 
Feyerherm's modifications. 
3.2.19.1 Linkages 
PHENO calls real function DL. 
Inputs and Outputs 
TODAY Julian day being considered 
STAGE value of Robertson Scale 
CROP winter wheat = 11, spring wheat = 12 
HIN minimum temperature for a given day 
tVU( maximum temperature for a given day 
WULT an array of 5 stage- and station-specific 
multipliers 
ALAT station latitude in hundreths of degrees 
ALONG station longitude in hundreths of degrees 
3.2.19.4 Description 
Subrottine PHENO calls function DL to compute the daylength 
of the da:? in question, The daylength, maximum and minimum 
temperatures are adjusted according to the stage of the pre- 
vious day. Three stage advance factors are calculated using 
stage-specific coefficients: VL usesdaylength, V2 maxim- 
<b..perature, and V3 minimum temperature. AINCR, the day's 
crop progress, is computed using the three stage advance 
factors and a station- and stage-specific multiplier; this 
is added to STAGE. If the crop stage is advancing too quickly 
during the fall. STAGE is held constant until a certain Julian 
date is reached. A check is made to see if the integer portion 
of STAGE has change? during the above calculation$. If no 
change has occurred, operat'ons return to the main program. 
When change in the integer p~rtion of STAGE does occur, the 
amount of chancrf " VT) is calculated, and the day's progress 
is refigured. The value of STAGE to be returned to are main 
program is then calculated, adding the integer portion of 
STAGE to the product of the PCNT and AINCR. 
3.2.19.5 Flowchart 
Next rage. 
3.2.19.6 Listing 
~ollows flowchart. 



DL conver ts  l a t i t u d e  and date to daylength i n  hours. 
3.2.20.1 Linkage 
None. 
3.2.29.2 I n t e r f a c e s  
None. 
XLAT s t a t i o n  l a t i t u d e  i n  hundreths of  degrees  
DATE J u l i a n  day b e h g  considered 
3.2.20.4 Outputs 
Daylength i n  hours. 
3.2.20.5 Descr ipt ion 
After  i n i t i a l i z i n g  cons tan ts ,  t h e  func t ion  c a l c u l a t e s  t h e  
angle  of  the sun on t h e  equator for t h e  date  and then a d j u s t s  
t h e  angle  according t o  t h e  s t a t i o n ' s  l a t i t u d e .  The daylength 
is computed using t h e  product of  t h e  arc cos ine  o f  t h i s  ang le  
and a cons tan t  value. 
3.2.20.6 Flowchart 
Next page. 
3.2.20.7 L i s t i ng  
Follows flowchart .  


3.2.21 PROGRAM INSDEL 
INSDEL is the main routine of the data replacement module. 
It allows the individual replacement of data in the weather 
file. 
3.2.21.1 Linkages 
Program INSDEL call subroutines INIT, SWAP and TERM. 
3.2.21.2 Interfaces 
IMDL, is run only when the EDIT pmcdure cmmt satisfactorily edit 
the entire contents of CEEQPDATA. If needed, INSDEL is executed before 
program JSCTAPE car. be run. 
The IMlM file is on Unit 2, CrZOPDATA on Unit 4, and the card input 
oontaining data corrections is on Unit 5. 
3.2.21.4 Outputs 
Corrections are made in (li3PDATA. S<me error messages may appear. 
3.2.21.5 Description 
Mter calling INIT, INSPEL reads a card and scans it to see if it is an 
IN!S1ert or a 'DEL'ete card. Using SWP, INSDEL then reads the span of 
days and type of tmprature to be changed. If 'DEL' was indicated, 
the appropriate tmperatures are set to missing (9999); if INS was 
called for, a 4 containing the new temperatures is read and then 
tmperatures are inserted into CROPQAIIA. Any time problens are encoun- 
ter& with the card input, an error message is printed and the program 
proceeds to the next card. After all cards have been processed, TE3N 
is called. 
i ~ a i t  page. 
3.2.21.7 Listing 
Follows flowchart. 





3.2.22 JCL FILE ItSERl' 
None. 
3.2.22.2 Interfaces 
Cards containing the information neoessary lm correct .XPWCA nust be 
inserted. See -on 4.2.2.5 for formats. 
3.2.22.5 Description 
JCL file ISZFU! binds the files referenced by IhsIM to that program 
ard requests the execution of INSDEL. 
3.2.22.6 Listing 
This  pr~grrrm fills the INDEX file fmn card input. 
3.2.23.1 Linkwes 
-- 
None. 
3.2.23.2 Interfaces 
changes are to be made in the INDEX file, DFtUWER is run to 
remmtm& the entire file. 
3.2.23.3 Inputs 
Input to D- is by cards; the first card amta in s  the nuuber of sta- 
tions to be in the INDEX file, punched in c o l m  1-3. Each subsequent 
card contains a  station to be in the file, and its three closest neigh- 
bor stat-ons, in 4(15,1X) format. 
3.2.23.4 Outputs 
The INDEX file is created. 
3.2.23.5 Description 
D m  reads a l l  input cards, sort- the data into MZPlsTA (n- of 
stationsj and t w  arrays: W, containing a l l  stations on the INEX file, 
and STA!I'N, containing the three closest stations to each station in 
array, WO. DREXrXlER then writes all data to the INDEX file. 
Next page. 
3-2.23.7 Listing 
Follows flowhart. 


JSCI'APE is a PIJI program transferring data fran disk file GlUDlNEO to 
a tape bo be sent ta Houston. 
3.2.24.1 Linkages 
None. 
3.2.24.2 Interfaces 
JSCI'APE should not be executed until an error-free fun of (XtWCNN has 
been processed. 
3.2.24.3 Inputs 
D i s k  file GRIDINEO and a card containing header information for the 
tape. See Section 4.2.3 for card forma' 
3.2.24.4 Outputs 
JSXWE outputs a tape copy of file GRIDINFO preceded by a header indi- 
cating the countries and Julian dates involved. 
3.2.24.5 Description 
The program reads the card w i t h  header information and copies th is  infor- 
mation both to tape and to the printer. JSXWE prooeeds to read each 
record of GRIDINFO and write the data to both the tape and the printer. 
When e n d ~ f - f i l e  is encountered, a c las ing  mes-e is written to the 
printer z d operation ceases. 
3.2.24.6 Flowchart 
Next page. 
3.2.24.7 Listing 
Follows flowchart. 


4. OPERATION 
Operation of the Robertson Phenological Model is a mixed 
human/machine procedure. This document describes the 
mechanical procedures. 
4.1 USER DOCUMENTATION 
Most of the work involved in operating the crop calendar is 
in the preparation of meteorological (met) data. To do this 
properly requires a knowledge of the organization of the crop 
calendar and met data files, 
Crop calendar countries are separated into two sets: Group I - 
the U.S., China, and India, and Group I1 - Canada and the U.S.S.R. 
Each set is run every two weeks with any given 14-day period 
ending on a Sunday, and the groups are run in alternating weeks 
(Group I one week, Group I1 the next), Therefore the 14-day 
periods comprising each crop calendar run for each group are 
not identical. For example, the 2-week periods in Julian days 
for Group I may be 52-65, 66-79, and 80-93, while the 14-day 
periods for Group I1 may be 59-72, 73-86, and 87-100. 
Met data input is divided by months and by area (North America 
and non-North America). Previous months' data are on tape, 
while the current month's data are on disk. For each group 
there 2 -  i maximum of four met data collection runs per two- 
week perioc. (last month, this month) x (North America, non- 
North America). 
4 . 2  PROCEDURES 
In total, eiqht procedures are involved: one to construct 
the INDEX file, six to prepare data and run the Robertson 
Phenological Model, and one to prepare a tape of crop calendar 
data for use in Houston. 
4.2.1 CONSTRUCTING THE INDEX FILE (DRECOVER) 
Whenever changes are to be made in the INDEX file, DRECOVER 
is run to reconstruct the entire file. Card input follows the 
program cards as in the example below: 
//FT08FOOlsDDJ6DSN=W.EDS.CCEA. GROUP1 .INDEX,DISP=SHR 
(GROUP1 1) 
//SYSGOldDDs* 
235 
42809j642971J642798J642492 
43003ld43192ld43014~43117 
etc. 
/* 
// 
4.2.2 CROP CALENDAR PROCEDURES 
There are two sets of Job Control Language (JCL) PR0C''s; - 
cne for the Group I countries and one for Group 11. The JCL 
accesses the partitioned dataset W.EDS.CCEA.PHASE3.LOAD con- 
taining all crop calendar programs in executable form. The 
deck for the appropriate group is input each time any crop 
calendar program is run. The EXEC card (or cards) for each 
program in the following sections of explanation refers to a 
PROC contained in these JCL decks, and is placed after the 
final //@Jd@@PPEND card in the JCL deck. 
The JCL decks for Group I and Group I1 are Sound on the 
following two pzges. 
JCL PROCEDURES FOR 
- .GROUP .I - 
. - 
- 
. . 
. -. -..- 
_ _ .  . . _ .-- - - 
. . ?,A ' - . _ .. .. ._ 
. . 
- L......'.,: .,..- . - . - . . - _ . . . . 
- . .  
. . - .  - - 
- - 
. - . . -- 
-- - 
- - 
. . 
/ / L I S T  DQOC 
/ /L  I ST EXEC PGV=??INT 
//STEW- I @  DD D S C = M . E D S I ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ 5 € 3 . ~ 3 ~ b . ~ ~ 5 ~ = s r l ~  
- /LFT-n>F no1 DD ~ G ' . I = K . F ~ ) C ; ,  CCFE, :QO!JPT, TNWX .nT C P = ~ H R  
/ / r T 0 4 F ~ 0 1  DD DSt>=k-EDS. CCE&.GROUPI CROPDATA eD1SP=StiR 
- / / F T 0 5 f 0 0 1  UD SYSOUT=A 
// PEND. 
/ /FDTT Dwn 
/ /EDIT  ExEE P G ~ = E D I T o P . T I ~ + E =  I. 1s) 
/ /STEP 12  DD D S t ~ = V m E D S ~ C C E A ~ P l A S E 3 ~ L O A D * D I S P = S ~ R  k //FTOZ 0 0 1  DD DS~~=~.EDS~CCEL.GROUPI.INDEX~DISP=SHR 
//f T04f-001 DD 3Sk=r CCFA.CQOUPI.CRnPDAT&~DTSD=5YR 
//b T 0 5 t  C 0 1 DD DUHAY? -. . * - - .  . -   - . . / /F106FDO1 DD SYSOUT=4 +- " .. __ -. - .  
. . 
. . 
// DEND _ -  . - .  
SU7vn P R O r  C)l n=.rr;Fu=,~5P - vn_r) 
//TUACK E X E C  PGY=Ci?OPC4LN_ 
/ /STfPL l i !  DD D S ~ ~ I = ~ ~ E D S ~ C C ~ A ~ P - I A S E ~ ~ L O I \ D * D I S P = S ~ R  
/ /FTOI  f 0 0 1  DD DSAJ=K.EDS. CCEA.SQDU?I .MASTEQFOL~~. D I S P = S ~ ~ . D C ~ = ~ U F N O = ~  / / r ~ i 1 3 ~ 0 n l  Qn ~ ~ * ! = P ~ , F E c , ~ ~ F  t r,DntIDr, ~ t d n r x .  J T  ~ S = C L ( D . ~ I ~ A = Q I I F ~ ~ ~  
//FTO*FO(i] DD D S ~ ; = V ! , E D S . C C E P . ~ S R O U P I . C R O ~ D A T A ~ ~  
::::8tF8Xf Ei : : : % Z ; ~ S .  CCEA. jPO"P.1 .GRID~NFDrO1 SP=~DSP. .I)CB=BVFNO=I 
/ /FT09F  ,C9. I 01 ,YAqTr  2hMr M', &JCP - m n f q  m F N f l = 1  
/ / F T l l F  . ji?-t .DC3=dUFNO=l 
//REDOPT EXEC PGt-;=I ESPTPCH 
//SYSUTJ OD D S h J = k - E D S * C C E A . G ~ D U D I . A ~ r J O r D I S P = S H ~  
/ / C Y < l h l  00 95I\.=t*!.FC)5.TCFb.n&TBI T 4  (DQFFnD*) a n 1  ~ P = S H R  
//SYS?RJNT DO DUMMY . - 
//SYSUTZ .DD SYSDUT=A . 
// PEND- 
'Fa? P Q O C - .  . . 
//CLE4!? EXEC PGv=CLE4R 
/ /STEPLIB DD DSN=k.EDS.CCEAoP+ASE3-LOAD-DISP=SHR 
/ /FT02FOOl DD DStJ=*.EDS.CCEA r ? O U P I . l ~ ~ ~ X v D I S F = S H R  
/ / F u r n o  1 DD Q ~ ~ = P : . F ~ S . C C F ~ : < Q ~ I J D I ,  c DATA,DI~P=S+IQ 
/ /FTObF001 00- SYSOUT=A . -. . 
I 
/ /FT05F001  DD .DDN&ME=SYSJN 
// P E N D  
// L ' i W .  .-_ , - - // l r !s  F I(EC PGY= J N S ~ E L  
/ / 5 T c ? L 1 5  DD D S ~ < = ~ - E D S . C C E A . P I ~ S E ~ - L O ~ D ~ D I S P = S ~ R  
/ / ~ ~ 0 2 f  0 0 1  OD DSV=IC,EDS.CCEA. SQOUDI . I h j O E x  - 0 1  SPzSHR 
ry~:, t=~. F I - ) ~ - C C F  a , G P ~ U P T  , C Q . ~ D ~ D T P .  O T  F G = ~ U G  
- _ _ I I L l O _ s F n _ n _ l  DP 
/ /FT05F001  DD DD!J4YE=SYSIN. . . 
/ /FT06F001  DD SYSOUT=A -. . . 
/ /  PEVD 
- - / I c ~  ? T L F E _ . P ~ Q C -  NTT= . v n 1 - = 1 3 ~ d r F 9 1 ~ . C r = a  n n y y ~ a ~ ~  
//CnPTU?E E X E C  $GY=CAPiUi?€ 
/ / S T E P L I B  OD DStd=N.EDS.CCEA.?+ASE3.LOED.DISP=SYR 
/ / F T 0 1 F 0 0 1  UD S Y S O U T = A ~ D C E = ( L ~ ~ C L = ~ O ~ ~ Y ~ K S J Z E = ~ ~ O O ~ F ~ E C ~ ~ = F B )  
. I  : J Z ~ , =  V. cnS1rccfi_,l;on! ! D l  - I 1 4 3 ~  L L L I ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ T !  ---- --. .- 
//f T03FOO1 DD 
/ /FT04F001  OD 
/ /FT06F001  UD . . 
__. . lL E N D  -----.--- - 
JCL PROCEDURES FOR 
----._ - _ -  _ __-. -----^.-Id .- - . - -  A_---- - -  - - - --- .-- --- - 
I GROUP I1 
//L ST PR C 
/ /LiST E X ~ C  PGM=PRINT . 
/ /STEP 10 DD DSN=W~EDS.CCEA, P ~ A S E ~ . L O ~ D * D X  SP=SHR //FTOzbnOl g~ DS N= W.mq.cy .  GR . ou P 11 -E x .DI~P=WR- 
// 4 o o DSN=W.EDS.CC A . G Q O U P J I - C R O ~  
/ /FT05F001  DD SYSOUT=A.  
//- PEN0 
/ /  D f D;i 
X P ~ ~ = E D I T o Q ~ ; ~ * E = (  - 1 5 1  
/ /STEPLT3 DO DSY=W,EDS.CCE~.P~AFF~.LO~~.DISP=SHR 
/ / FT02F001  DO DS~=n.EDS.CCE4,GQOdPII~IYDEX.DISP=SHR 
/-&TOaFI)D . ~ D L = ? O P D ~ T &  .or <P=ZYR 
/ /FTObF001 DD SYSOUT=A 
*/ / ?END 
//SUZYQ PROC.OLD=*NEL=*DSP=MOD 
//TP4CK FxFC PGM=C-I N 
/ /STEPLIS  OD DSN=d.€DS-CCEA.P+9SE3.LOAO-D1SP=SHR 
/ / FT01F001  DD D S N = W , E D S . C C E ~ ~ S S O U P I I ~ ~ ~ S T E Q ~ O L D . ~ D I S * = S N ~ - D C ~ = % U ~ N ~ = ~  
/ /FTOZFOOl DD DSN=U~EDS~CCEA.SROUPI?~INOEX.D~SP=SHR~DC~=~UFNO=~ 
/ /FTr)LFflf l l  on nC\l=w-cf'lCcrFA - GPnlIDT T C 3 $ 7 D D m L ! T  ZD=FL(Pa n f Q = m = l  
I / /F  T 0 6 F 0 0 1  OD SYSOUT=(L / /FTO3FOOI  DD DSN=F,EDS,CCE~,~P~UPI I . G ~ I D I R F O , D I S ? = C D S P ~  -DCS=?UFNO=J / /F  T 0 9 F 0 0 1  OD DS!d=$.ED5,CCE Ao-5ROUP3 I . V . A S T E P ~ = ~  r)Fv=~~.-~aBnDlJ. fi??r\rn. D1 zo=siii? a P = 9 1  Ir rJn=1 
//QE?32T EXEC PQa-JE3PTPCH 
/ / S Y S g T I  DD DS%=~.tDS.CCEt,G~~3UPII.APrUO.DISP=Sr!~ 
/ /SYSJN Gb PS~~=G.EDS.CCEL.DATAL I3 ( ? ? f F c ) ? ~ ~ )  .DISP=SHi? 
/ / ~ ' _ < D Q T  YT rtn DLIWY I ~ " " " " ' " "  //SYSUT? DD S Y S O d I = k  - -- .- - 
// PE r4D 
/ / INSFaT  P R O t  
/ /  N S  F X  
/ / ~ ~ ~ ~ % . C C E A . P + ~ S ~ ~ . L O ~ ~ . O I S P = S ~ ~  -- 
//FTO.?F001 OD DSN=k.EDS.CCE~.GQOUPIIolUDEX-DISP=SdQ 
/ / FT04F001  ilD DSN=~~~EDS.CCEA.GROUPII~C?OPDATI~DISP~SHR 
0 1  DP P 9 N P Y F r 5 Y S T N  - 
DD SYSOUT-A 
. ?END * .- - 
//CLEPR PROC - . .
/ / C l  FAP F x F C  P G H = C t  F4Q 
/ /STEDLI& 90 DSN=~.EOS~CCEA,PHASE3.LOAD.OlSP=SrlR 
/ /FTOZF001 DD D S N = K ~ E D S ~ C C E A . ~ Q O U ? I I ~ I ~ \ ~ D E X * D ~ S P = S H R  
//TT@GFOOl DO DS~~=~.EDS.CCEA.GQ~UPII.C?OPDATA~DISP=S~R .
/-/FTO5FJ[)I on l 3 n Y b M F = t Y C T  N .- 
/ / F T 0 6 f 0 0 1  OD SYSOUT=A 
// PEN0 
//C4DTU2E PQOC UNIT=~VOL=~DS~d= 'W.EDS~CCEA~DLIYDATA'  
U C * P J U ? E . & E C l W = C ~ P T  QL . 
/ / S l E p ~ 1 4  OD S S ~ ~ W . E ~ C ~ A . D ~ P + € ~ . L O A D . D I ~ P = ~ ~ R  
/ /FTOIFOOl DD S Y ~ O U T = ~ ~ D C U = ( L Q E C L = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L K S ~ ~ E ~ I S O O * Q E C ~ ~ ~ ~ B ~  
/ / F T 0 7 F 0 0 1  DD ~ S ~ = K . E D S . C C E ~ ~ . G P O U P I  I I I J~EX  * D l  SP=SHR 
//FTLiFfJOl DD D ~ ~ ~ - = ~ ~ . ; ) J J S ~ ~ = F ) = ~ Y ~ I C I V T  T = i I t ( V I y Q I  = ~ F ~ = & . W L I ! ? ~ E ~  9 1  b 
-- - -. - - - / / F f  0 4 T 0 0 l  OD DSl-;=k:eEDS.CCEA.45ROU?I I -ci?OPDATt .olSP=S+IR 
/ / f T O 4 F 0 0 1  OD SYSOUT=A 
// PEYD 
4.2.2.1 INITiALIZING FTLE CROPDATA (CLEAR) 
The CLEAR program is called by the CLEAR procedure. This 
sets a11 temperatures in W.EDS.CCEA. GROUP1 .CROPDATA to 
(GROUP 1 J 
'9999'. The starting date for the crop calendar period being 
run is also determined by CTAEAR. The default option will add 
14 to the startin5 date of the last period to get the new 
starting date for the period being run. This may be over- 
ridden by user input, which is required if the previous two- 
week period spans two years. Examples are given below: 
A. The default option. 
B. Setting the startlng date 28 days after the last 
period. 
C. Setting the starting date for a new year (in this 
example, the previous starting date is 362 and the 
next one is 010: the change is a -352 and the follow- 
ing input is used). 
4.2.2.2 FILLING FILE CROPDATA (CAPTURE) 
The CAPTURE program is called by the CAPTURE procedure. This 
obtains maximum (MX) end minimum (MN) temperature data from 
catalogued disk files In the current month and from tape in 
past months. Four datasets can be accessed by CAPTURE: 
1. W.EDS.CCEA.DAILY - to access North American data in 
the current month (disk file). 
2. CCEA.xxr.SRTD - +LI access North American data in a 
past mnntk, (tage access) where 'xxx' is the month 
abbrev! ation (ex., CCEA. JAN.SRTD) . 
3. W.EDS,CCZA.DAYDATA - f o r  non-North American d a t a  i n  
t h e  c u r r e n t  month ( d i s k  f i l e )  . 
4. CCEA.DAILY.rwl - for non-North American d a t a  i n  a 
p a s t  month ( t a p e  access), where'xxx' is the nonth  
abbreviak ioc (ex. , CCEA. DAILY. JAN, ) . 
Data f o r  p a s t  months is p u t  on tape a t  S u i t l a n d ,  Maryland. 
The a p p r o p r i a t e  d a t a s e t  name (and u n i t  and tape numDer, i f  
needed) is i n ~ u t  on t h e  EXEC card. When a c c e s s i n g  North 
American d a t a  (W.EDS.CCEA.DAILY or CCEA.xxx.S,9TD) t h e  J u l i a n  
d a t e  of  t h e  f i r s t  day o f  t h e  month t h a t  is  being run  must be 
inpu t ,  T h i s  is n o t  needed for nonoNorth American d a t a  (W-EDS. 
CCEA-DAYDATA or CCEk.DAILY,~x). See examples below: 
A. GROiJP I (China, I n d i a ,  and t h e  U.S,) 
To CLPTURE d a t a  e n t i r e l y  w i t h i n  t h e  c u r r e n t  month, t h e  
fo l lowing i n p u t  is used: 
//BEXECJ6CAETURE,DSN='W.EDSSCCEA.DAYDATA' 
//~EXECJ6CAPT3RE,DSN='W.EDSSCCEA.DAILY' 
//FT05F001BDD)5* 
001 (eg. , for January)  
/* 
To CAPTURE d a t a  which spans  a two-month pe r iod ,  t h e  follow- 
ing i n p u t  is used: 
8. GROUP IZ (U.S.S.R. and Canada) 
When running Group I1 t h e  CAPTURE proyram t h a t  accesses 
W.EDS.CCEA.DAYDATA is on t h e  CAPTURE procedure c a r d  i n  t h e  
3CL set-up;  t h e r e f o r e  t h e  EXEC card  need cnly read :  
/jHEXECMPGM=CAPTURE. See examples below. 
To CAPTURE d a t a  e n t i r e l y  w i t h i n  t h e  c u r r e n t  month, t h e  
fol lowing i n p u t  is used: 
//)%EXEC)bfiPGM=CAPTURE 
//)6EXECKAPTURE,DSN='W.EDS.CCEAoDAILY' 
//FT05FOOl@DD#* 
001 (eq., f o r  J a n u a r y )  
/* 
To CAPTURE d a t a  which s p a n s  a two-month p e r i o d ,  t h e  
f 0:-lowinq i n p u t  is used  r 
/ / f i C X E C ) 6 C A P T U R E , D S N = ' C C E A . J W o S R T D ' , U N E 9 v V 3 L = E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
//FTOSFOOlHDDH* 
001 (eg., f o r  J a n u a r y  as a past month) /* 
~/~~EXECJ~CAPTURE, DSN= 'w . EDS . CCEA . DAILY 
//FT05FOGlHDD)6* 
032 ( f o r  February)  
/* 
//~EXECJ~CAPTURE,DSN='CCEA.DAILY,JAN',UNIT=TAPE~,VOL=EX~XXX 
//)6EXECJL4PGM=CWTURE 
i* 
C. Spanning t w o  y e a r s  
Two r u n s  of t h e  CAPTURE prograin are needed; one  w i l l  c a p t u r e  
d a t a  f o r  t h e  end of t h e  f i r s t  y e a r  and t h e  o t h e r  w i l l  c a p t u r e  
data for the beginning  o f  t h e  new y e a r .  
When CAPTURE is used on  North American d a t a s e t s  f o r  t h e  end of 
t h e  f i r s t  y e a r ,  t h e  J u l i a n  d a t e  tar December 1 is i n p u t  as it 
was f o r  p r e v i o u s  December r u n s .  Nothing else is r e q u i r e d .  
When CAPTURE is used on North American d a t a s e t s  f o r  t h e  beg inn ing  
of t h e  new y e a r ,  t h e  J u l i a n  d a t e  f o r  J anua ry  1, 001, is  ilkput 
as expec ted .  On t h e  n e x t  i n p u t  c a r d  t h e  v a l u e  of t h e  new 
y e a r  is punched: 
//fiEXECfiCFPTURE,DSN='appropriate name' 
//FTOSFOOLBDDJL4* 
335 
/* 
//@EXEC)&APTURE,DSN='appropriate name' 
j/FTOSF001j!$DDb* 
001  
1977  
/ *  
When CAPTURE is used  on non-North American d a t a s e t s ,  no i n p u t  
is needed on e i t h e r  r u n  because  b o t h  t h e  y e a r  and  t h e  J u l i a n  
d a t e  c a n  be r e a d  from t h e  d a t a s e t .  
I n  a l l  cases when two y e a r s  a r e  spanned,  t h e  y e a r  is needed 
to  d e t e r m i n e  i f  t h e  f i r s t  y e a r  is a l e a p  y e a r  so t h a t  t h e  
J u l i a n  dates q r e a t e r  t h a n  365 c a n  b e  a d j u s t e d  c o r r e c t l y .  
4.2.2.3 EDITING FILE CROPDATA (EDIT) 
The EDITOR program is called by t h e  p r c x e d u r e  EDIT, and checks  
f o r  i n v e r t e d  t e m p e r a t u r e s  or m i s s i n g  d a t a .  The re  a r e  t h r e e  
checks  and  two e d i t s  i n  t h i s  p rocedure .  EDITOR s c a n s  t h e  d a t a  
t w i c e  and  r e p l a c e s  or corrects m i s s i n g  d a t a  d i t h e r  by u s i n g  
d a t a  from t h e  t h r e e  closest s t a t i o n s  or s t a t i s t i c s  g e n e r a t e d  
~y  t h e  pr imary  s t a t i o n  t o  f i n d  a  s u b s t i t u t e .  The t h i r d  t i m e  
EDITOR checks  t h e  d a t a  and p r i n t s  it o u t  i n d i c a t i n g  t h e  s t a -  
t i o n s  it c o u l d  n o t  correct, and s t a t i o n s  where t h e r e  are d a y s  
w i t h  a n  u n u s u a l l y  l a r g e  or s m a l l  g a p  betwezn t h e  PIX and MN. 
The i n p u t  f o r  b o t h  GROUP I and GROUP I1 is as f o l l o w s :  
The  EDIT PROC needs  250K. 
To c o r r e c t  t h e  d a t a  t h rouqh  i n p u t ,  u s e  t h e  INSERT p rocedure ,  
e x p l a i n e d  i n  S e c t i c n  4.2.2.5 
4 . 2 . 2 . 4  R U N N I N G  THE ROBERTSON PHENOLOGICAL MODEL (SUZYQ) 
SUZYQ is t h e  Crop Ca lenda r  procedure .  I t  e x e c u t e s  program 
CROPCALN which u s e s  t h e  d a i l y  t e m p e r a t u r e s  t o  compute how much 
t h e  c r o p  should  have p r o g r e s s e d  e a c h  day  f o r  t h e  14-day p e r i o d .  
SUZYQ p r i n t s  o u t  t o  t h r e e  f i l e s :  GRIDINFO, which c o n t a i n s  t h e  
d a i l y  i nc remen t s  o f  t h e  c r o p  s t a g e  and  is s u b s e q u e n t l y  p u t  o n t o  
t a p e ;  ARNO, which a l l o w s  t h e  summary d a t a  ( t h e  l a s t  day  o f  che 
p e r i o d )  t o  be a c c e s s e d  from 3 remote t e r m i n a l  i n  Houston: and 
MASTER, which h a s  t w o  f i l e s ,  1 and 2 ,  t h a t  w r i t e s  t h e  d a i l y  
increments  t o  t h e  "o ld"  f i l e  and t h e  s t a g e  o f  t h e  1 4 t h  day to  
t h e  "new" f i l e .  The i n p u t  is  a s  f o l l o w s :  
A record  must be k e p t  o f  which Uaster f i l e  (1 or 2) is used 
f o r  i n p u t  and o u t p u t  f o r  each p e r i o d  (i.e., f o r  OLD and NEW). 
The 14 th  (or last)  day of  t h e  p e r i o d  is w r i t t e n  o n t o  t h e  -newm 
fi le earL run,  which on t h e  nex t  r u 3  becomes t h e  "old" f i l e .  
The Crop Caleridar procedure w i l l  b ~ y i n  incrententinq a t  t h e  
correct d a t e ,  us ing  t h e  1 4 t h  day of  t h e  'old" f i l e  to ca lcu-  
l a t e  t h e  new s t a r t i n g  d a t e .  The Master f i l e s  are reversed  
each t i m e  SUZYQ is run,  The SUZYQ procedure produces a sum- 
mary o u t p u t  which p r i n t s  o u t  t h e  las t  day o f  t h e  pe r iod  apl 
t h e  c r o p ' s  s t a g e .  
It is  e a s i e s t  and most exped ien t  t o  run  EDIT and SUZYQ 
toge the r .  The EDIT "checkerm Subrou t ine  p r i n t s  MX and HN, 
t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  between them, and i n d i c a t e s  t h e  days  c o n t a i n i n g  
i n v e r t e d  tempera tures  or a wide or small gap between KX and 
MN by a n  ' X X ' .  SUZYQ p r i n t s  t h e  s t a t i o n s  t h a t  have i n v e r t e d  
tempera tures  and t h e  d a y ( s ) o n  which t h i s  o c c u r s  (day 1, day 2, 
etc) i n  t h e  14-day per iod ,  These error messages appear  i n  
summary form as p a r t  of t h e  c r o p  c a l e n d a r  ou tpu t .  The i n p u t  
would be: 
When t h e  two-week pe r iod  spans  two y e a r s ,  r e g a r d l e s s  of coun t ry ,  
t h e  va lue  of t h e  f i r s t  y e a r  must be input :  
( 2 )  (1) 
//~~EXEC~SUZYQ,OLD=~,NEW=~,DISP=OL~~ 
//FTOSFOOlfiDDH* 
1976 
/ *  
A s  i n  t h e  CAPTURE r o u t i n e ,  t h e  y e a r  is needed to  determine  
i f  t h e  f i r s t  y e a r  is a l e a p  y e a r ,  s o  J u l i a n  d a t e s  i n  January  
can be a d j u s t e d  c o r r e c t l y .  
4.2.2.5 MANUAL EDITING OF F I L E  CROPDATA (INSERT) 
If c o r r e c t i o n s  need t o  be made f o r  i n v e r t e d  tempera tures  o r  
miss ing  d a t a ,  they  a r e  made wi th  t h e  INSERT procedure,  which 
c a l l s  t h e  program INSDEL. INSDEL w i l l  bo th  i n s e r t  and d e l e t e  
information;  t h e  two o p t i o n s  are d i scussed  s e p a r a t e l y .  
A. To i n s e r t  d a t a .  
where: XXXXX is t h e  s t a t i o n  number 
mtmn i n d i c a t e s  whether the maximum or minimum 
tempera ture  is to be changed 
000 t h e  range  of  days, by J u l i a n  d a t e ,  to be 
changed. If o n l y  one day is changed, t h e  
second f i e l d  may be omitted. 
aaaaa..  t h e  a c t u a l  change. i n  f i e l d s  of  5 (1415) 
An example -- changing t h e  maximum tempera ture  f o r  s t a t i o n  
43758 to 61 and 63 on days  79 and 80 r e s p e c t i v e l y :  
I f  on ly  one day f o r  a s t a t i o n  is changed, t h e  i n p u t  would be: 
Any number of INSERT chanqe c a r d s  may be run a t  t h e  same 
t i m e ,  i n  groups o f  t w o  a s  shown i n  t h e  above examples. 
When t h e  INSERT procedure is run,  SUZYQ should be run  a s  
a s e p a r a t e  s t e p  a f t e r  INSERT to  be s u r e  t h e  changes w e r e  
made and SUZYQ c a l c u l a t e d  t h e  increments  f o r  t h o s e  s t a t i o n s .  
One way to  mzke a quick  check is to  make s u r e  t h e  last  day 
of the per iod  is t h e  same J u l i a n  d a t e  p r i n t e d  o u t  on t h e  
SUZYQ c r o p  c a l e n d a r  summary ou tpu t .  The INSERT program 
a l s c  i n d i c a t e s  i f  t h e  c o r r e c t i o n  was s u c c e s s f u l  by messages 
routed  to  t h e  p r i n t e r .  
B. To d e l e t e  d a t a .  
where: XXXXX i s  t h e  s t a t i o n  number 
mx ,mn i n d i c a t e s  whether maximum o r  minimum tenlpera- 
t u r e  is t o  be d e l e t e d  
000 t h e  range of  days ,  by J u l i a n  d a t e  to be 
d e l e t e d .  I f  on ly  one day is d e l e t e d ,  t h e  
second field may be omitted. 
Ar example: 
This example would replace the maximum and minimum ternpera- 
ture values on days 83 to 85 with '9999' (indicating miss- 
ing values). 
As with the INS option, any number of delete cards may be 
run at the same time. 
4.2.2.6 LISTING OF FILE CROPDATA (LIST) 
The LIST procedure calls program PRINT and can be executed 
at any time to iist the contents of the CROPDATA file. In all 
the procedures that are run for the Crop Calendar (CLEAR, CAP- 
TURE, EDIT, SUZYQ, INSERT) the LIST procedure produces the 
listing of the data on CROPDATA and should be run with each 
program. 
The input would be: //bEXECBLIST 
4 . 2 . 3  COPYING FILE CRIDINFO TO TAPE (DSJSCTAPE) 
This procedure, using program JSCTAPE, is run to put the crop 
calendar daily increments from file GRIDIKFO onto tape to be 
sent to Houston. The JCL for DJSCTAPl (for GROUP I) or 
DJSCTAP2 for (GROUP 11) follows: 
job card 
/'/H)dfiTIME=l, CWSS=C 
//MEXEC@NPLIXCLG 
//PLI.SYSINJ6DDJd* 
//GO. INPDD)riDSN=W. EDS .CCEA. GROUP1 > .GRIDINFO ,DISP=SHR 
GROUPII) 
//GO.OUT@DD~UNIT=TAPE7,DISP=(NEW,KEEP) ,LBEL=(l,BLPt,OUT) 
/~@~~~DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=~~,BLKSIZE=~~~~,DEN=~~TRTCH=ET), 
//@@@VOL=SER=Exxxxx 
//GO.SYSINSDD@* 
label card 
/*  
On each run the VOL=SER='tape number' must be changed and the 
appropriate date for the period must be put on the label card 
following the card //GO.SYSINjdDD)d*. The format for this card 
is as follows: 
columns 1-6 CCCOUT 
7-8 year of first day of the run period 
9-11 Julian date of first day of run period 
13-14 year of last day of run period 
15-17 Julian date of last day of run period 
19-80 commentary - used to indicate the GROUP 
and countries on the tape 
example: CCCOUT77101~77114~GROUPII-COUNTRIES:USSR,CANADA* 
After the DJSCTAP job has been successfully run, the tape 
must be sent to Houston. CCEA/C3lumbia calls Suitland and 
gives Mr. Pennington the tape number, the group number. and 
the Julian dates fcr that rup period. This information is 
for the outside label. 
4 . 3  FLOWCHART 
A flowchart showing the sequence of the crop calendar proce- 
dures is found on the following page. 
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